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Introduction 
 
The chances of living in good health and without impairment are 
unequal.  The chances are much higher for people in more 
advantaged circumstances than for those further down the 
socioeconomic ladder.  The report provides an overview of UK 
evidence on these health inequalities.  It begins by briefly 
considering some key terms before summarising what is known 
about the patterns and determinants of socioeconomic inequalities 
in health.   
 
Key terms 
 
When death rates were high, mortality provided the standard 
measure of the health of the British population.  Today, attention is 
also paid to people’s experience of ill-health and impairment: to 
physical ill-health and mental health problems and to physical, 
sensory and cognitive impairments which make it difficult to 
undertake everyday activities.  Only slowly, however, are research 
and policy beginning to focus on well-being rather than ill-being.1   
 
Measuring people’s health poses ethical and methodological 
challenges, particularly for stigmatising health conditions where 
labels like ‘disability’ and ‘mental illness’ can imply that the cause 
lies within the individual, and not the circumstances in which they 
live.  But while existing measures have their limitations, they 
highlight how unequally distributed are people’s opportunities to 
live without illness and impairment.  
 
The term health inequalities is sometimes used to describe the fact 
that health varies between individuals: some of us have good 
health, and some of us do not.  However, the term is more usually 
understood to refer to the systematic differences in the health of 
groups occupying unequal positions in society.  In particular, the 
term is used as shorthand for inequalities in health between 
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socioeconomic groups.  As a result, studies concerned with other 
forms of social inequality typically make their focus explicit, by 
referring to ethnic inequalities in health, gender inequalities in 
health etc.  These new seams of research are highlighting how 
dimensions of inequality overlap and reinforce each other.  For 
example, socioeconomic disadvantage has been identified as a 
major reason why African-Caribbeans, Pakistanis and 
Bangladeshis have higher rates of poor health and chronic illness 
than white people - and exposure to racism is an important part of 
why disadvantage is both more prevalent and more severe than in 
the white population.2, 3   
 
Socioeconomic position refers to an individual’s place in the social 
hierarchies built around education, occupation and income.  These 
three components of socioeconomic position are important 
because of their determining influence on an individual’s life 
chances and living standards.  Each can be used to provide a 
hierarchical classification of socioeconomic position: from no 
qualifications to degree-level qualifications, from unskilled manual 
jobs to professional jobs, and from low income to high income.  
Housing tenure and household assets (for example, car 
ownership) provide additional measures of socioeconomic 
position.  
 
But it is occupation which is the major measure of socioeconomic 
position in the UK. For unemployed and retired people, most 
recent occupation is often used.  Children are classified by their 
parent's occupation and, while the practice is dying out, partner's 
occupation is often used for women living with men.   
 
Occupation, education and income capture important dimensions 
of people’s material and social circumstances.  They also serve as 
proxies for other unmeasured processes which shape an 
individual’s health.  This means that associations between 
socioeconomic position and health – between parental education 
and child mental health for example - must be cautiously 
interpreted.  It may not be parents’ education which is the key 
influence on a child’s wellbeing, but unmeasured factors which 
vary in line with it (like exposure to stressful family changes).   
 
Because information on people’s socioeconomic position is not 
readily available, area measures of disadvantage are often used 
instead (like the Townsend deprivation index and the government’s 
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new Indices of Deprivation).  But there are drawbacks to these 
measures.  Poor people living in more affluent areas are classified 
as not disadvantaged, while affluent people living in poor areas 
are.  Area measures also make it hard to separate the health 
effects of an individual’s socioeconomic position  from the effects 
of the wider neighbourhood.  This is an important limitation.  There 
is evidence that living in a poor area, with run-down housing, poor 
local services and high levels of crime, takes an additional toll on 
health, over and above the poor personal circumstances of the 
people who live there.  For example, ‘area effects’ have been 
identified on children’s intellectual development and on adult 
health, with the influence of area characteristics remaining after 
adjustment is made for socioeconomic position.4, 5 

 
Patterns of socioeconomic inequalities in health 
 
Socioeconomic inequalities in ill-health and disability typically take 
the form of a ‘social gradient’, in which those in higher 
socioeconomic groups have better health and fewer disabling 
conditions than groups below them.  For a number of dimensions 
of health, rates in the poorest groups are particularly high, with the 
gradient flattening out among better-off groups (Figure 1 below 
provides an example).  
 
Health inequalities are evident from the start of life.  For example, 
there are gradients in birth weight, an important influence on 
subsequent cognitive and physical development and on a range of 
adult diseases.  In childhood, there are also socioeconomic 
gradients in growth and height, in language and cognition as well 
as in social and emotional adjustment.6  As one example of this 
consistent pattern, Figure 1 describes the socioeconomic 
patterning of mental disorder among children aged 5 to 15 (based 
on data collected from children, parents and teachers)7.  The study 
concentrated on emotional, hyperactivity and conduct disorders, 
experienced to a degree that they were associated with 
considerable distress and interfered with children’s lives.  
Household income was used to measure children’s socioeconomic 
position.  
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Figure 1: Prevalence of mental disorder in children aged 5-15 
by gross weekly household income, Britain, 1999 
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Source: Meltzer et al, 20007 

 
Health inequalities persist into adulthood.  Figure 2 maps the 
gradient in self-rated health, a key dimension of health in its own 
right as well as one which predicts mortality risk.8  It is based on a 
question in the 2001 census which asked people to assess their 
health over the past 12 months as ‘good’, ‘fairly good’ or ‘not 
good’.  It presents the age-standardised rate of ‘not good’ health 
by socioeconomic group, using current occupation (and therefore 
excluding those who are unemployed or who have never worked).9   
 
Figure 2: Age-standardised rate (per 1000) of self-reported 
‘not good’ health by socioeconomic group (National Statistics 
Socioeconomic Classification), men and women aged 25-64, 
Britain, 2001 
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Figure 2 captures a pattern which is repeated for other measures 
of people’s wellbeing, including the experience of long-term 
illnesses and impairments which limit performance of everyday 
tasks.10  Social gradients emerge, too, in measures of health 
functioning, like cognitive and physical function, and psychological 
wellbeing.6, 11  Inequalities in these dimensions of health leave 
those in poorer circumstances more vulnerable to multiple health 
difficulties (to ‘co-morbidity’).  Psychological distress is the most 
common condition experienced alongside other health problems.12 
 
As many people know first-hand, living with illness and impairment 
makes economic hardship much harder to avoid.  Persisting health 
difficulties, and the discrimination with which they are associated, 
increases the risk of unemployment, dependency on welfare 
benefits and long-term poverty.13, 14  But these risks are not equally 
shared.  Studies suggest that those in higher socioeconomic 
groups have a better chance of staying in employment in the face 
of long-term illness and impairment than those in poorer groups.15, 

16  
 
The inequalities evident throughout life continue into death, with 
marked gradients in premature mortality (deaths before age 65) 
and life expectancy.  The gradients are less steep for women than 
for men, in part because the conventional occupation-based index, 
where women living with men are classified by their partner’s 
occupation, provides a less sensitive measure of women’s 
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socioeconomic position.  Studies using measures which provide a 
more direct measure of living circumstances (based on housing 
tenure and car ownership, for example) often produce steeper 
gradients in women’s health.17   
 
Mortality-based measures of health provide some of the clearest 
evidence of widening inequalities in health: in life expectancy 
among men and women and in male mortality, for example.  
Widening inequalities in these dimensions of health result from the 
fact that, while the health of poorer groups has improved across 
the last 3 decades, the rate of improvement has failed to match 
that achieved by better-off groups.  In consequence, the gap 
between the highest and lowest socioeconomic groups has 
increased.18, 19  
 
Taken together, the evidence points to enduring inequalities in 
health, both across different dimensions of wellbeing and over the 
lifecourse.  This suggests that health inequalities can not be 
explained by one single set of risk factors, such as smoking or 
poor diet.  There are gradients in the ‘big killers’ which strike in 
later life, like lung cancer and coronary heart disease, and where 
behavioural factors play an important part.  But gradients in health 
are also evident in younger age groups and for health outcomes 
which are not lifestyle-related, such as accidental injuries in 
childhood and psychological distress in adulthood.18, 20, 21   
 
Understanding socioeconomic inequalities in health 
 
Research provides two important insights into the causes of health 
inequalities.  It suggests, firstly, that socioeconomic position affects 
health indirectly, by influencing a set of intermediary factors which 
take a more direct toll on health.  These factors include 
environmental exposures and health-damaging behaviours.  
Environmental risks can be both physical (e.g. poor housing 
conditions, work-based hazards and pollutants, traffic danger etc) 
and psychosocial (e.g. unsupportive family relationships, stressful 
life events).  The mix of health-determining factors varies between 
health outcomes.  For example, the social environment plays a 
larger role in mental illness than in accidental injuries, where the 
physical environment, and road traffic in particular, is the 
determining factor. 
 
Secondly, these intermediary factors are unequally distributed, 
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with children and adults in poorer circumstances more exposed to 
health-damaging environments and more likely to engage in 
health-damaging behaviours.  Unequal exposure to health risks 
starts at conception – and continues throughout life.  For example, 
the effects of poverty are already evident before birth, with the 
mother’s poor nutritional status leaving the unborn child under-
nourished at this key developmental stage – and vulnerable to 
chronic diseases, including coronary heart disease, stroke and 
diabetes, in adult life.22  Unequal exposure to health risks 
continues through childhood.  For example, children from poorer 
families are more likely to live in over-crowded homes with limited 
amenities and play space; they are more likely, too, to experience 
disrupted family relationships and other stressful life events.23   
 
Poorer conditions in early life ‘cast long shadows forward’ over 
health in adult life.  This is graphically illustrated in Figure 3, which 
draws on a study of children born in 1946 who have been followed 
up through adulthood.  It plots the proportion of these children who 
were still alive in 2000 according to their socioeconomic position at 
birth (using their father’s occupation).  It is based on deaths from 
age 26, when almost all were still alive, to age 54.  Death rates 
among those born into manual households are double those 
growing up in non-manual households, an increased risk of death 
which remained after taking account of adult socioeconomic 
position.24 
 
Figure 3: Cumulative death rates age 26 to 54 by father’s 
social class at birth among men and women in the 1946 
British birth cohort study 
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Source: Kuh et al, 200224 

 
But health in adulthood is not only influenced by early 
circumstances.  Conditions in adulthood also matter, with poor 
adult circumstances contributing to the chances of poor health and 
premature death over and above the effects of childhood 
disadvantage.6  Again, inequalities in health risk appear to play a 
major role.  One important line of inquiry is pointing to the role of 
the work environment in the development of coronary heart 
disease, the major cause of death in the UK.25  Professional 
people and senior managers are more likely to exert control over 
the pace and content of work and be at lower risk of developing 
heart disease; the greater risk faced by those in routine jobs is 
linked to the fact they lack control over these key aspects of their 
working lives.  Like environmental risks, there are also gradients in 
behavioural risks, including poor nutrition, cigarette smoking, and 
sedentary lifestyles.  The socioeconomic gradient in cigarette 
smoking has been singled out for its contribution to the higher 
mortality rates in lower socioeconomic groups.26 
 
The NHS has an important part to play in reducing inequalities in 
behavioural risks and in health.  But there is evidence that those in 
higher socioeconomic groups are more likely to benefit from 
interventions – preventive and therapeutic – which are known to be 
effective.27  For example, campaigns to encourage childhood 
immunization and cancer screening have been found to widen 
rather than narrow inequalities in uptake.28, 29  A major challenge 
for the health and social care sector is to reduce barriers to 
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accessing services which prevent illness and save lives.  
 
Conclusion 
 
This report, like the companion report, addresses key aspects of 
health equity.  Here, the focus has been on inequalities in health 
between socioeconomic groups; the companion report is primarily 
concerned with inequalities in health and health care between 
people with disabilities and the wider population.   
 
While the two aspects have been discussed separately, both are 
integral to the experience of people with long-term illnesses and 
impairments.  Tackling social inequalities in health and tackling 
social inequalities between disabled and non-disabled people are 
therefore not alternative goals for public health policy in Britain.  
Instead, both are central to an effective equity-oriented health 
strategy. 
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